
WHO WE ARE
The Divas With Disabilities Project is a digital movement and community  
that is committed to increasing the participation and representation of Black  
and brown women and girls —DIVAS—Dynamic, Illuminating, Victorious, Achieving, 
Sisters with visible disabilities. 

OUR VISION
Our vision is to ensure that DIVAS are portrayed and represented throughout  
the media (Television, Film, and Advertising).

OUR MISSION
Our mission is to amplify DIVAS’ voices by providing a community and network 
that identifies opportunities for inclusion in mass media, and by partnering with 
organizations who have demonstrated a commitment to the inclusion of  Black and 
brown women and girls with visible disabilities.

OUR TAGLINE
Showing up unapologetically to reshape what visible disability looks like.  

OUR PILLARS/OUR CORE VALUES
Diversity and Inclusion | Empowerment | Image Transformation |  
Social Justice | Perseverance | Civic Engagement

OUR GOALS

1. Provide opportunities for DIVAS to be included in mass media outlets  
(TV, film, and advertising).

2. Create and host programs, national/local events and initiatives that 
promote civic engagement and female empowerment.

3. Provide opportunities for DIVAS to engage in industry networking events, 
leadership development and career advancement workshops.

4. Serve as a resource and pipeline for Casting Agents, Film Directors, and 
other media industry organizations to identify DIVAS for opportunities in 
front of or behind the camera.

OUR PROGRAMS AND INTIATIVES

GLOBAL DIVAS AMBASSADOR PROGRAM (GDAP) 

Our global ambassadors are volunteers who carry out the mission of DWD through  
events, initiatives, and programs within their region. Each initiative focuses on one  
of the core values of DWD.

DWD CONFERENCE CALLS

Our monthly conference calls provide a safe and powerful space for DIVAS to share their 
lived experiences as women living with visible disabilities. Guest speakers are invited to 
each call to speak on topical issues that provoke discussion and engaging conversation.

SOCIAL MEDIA IMPACT AND INFLUENCE

  DIVASWITHDISABILITIES.ORG

  INFO@DIVASWITTHDISABILITIES.ORG

  2K+ FOLLOWERS

  1.5K+ FOLLOWERS

FACT SHEET
THE DIVAS WITH DISABILITIES PROJECT 501(c)3

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA


